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AMEMBER SCRIPT FOR XOOPS v2

As part of my job as Director of Product Development for the Core Team - my job is to
encourage outside developers to port their excellent php scripts to Xoops based modules.

I am proud to announce that Xoops can now add the very popular aMember script to our
already powerful CMS! This brings us one step closer to being a true commerce class piece of
software!

Here's a description: aMember is a flexible membership and subscription management
PHP script. It has support for PayPal, BeanStream, 2Checkout, NoChex, VeriSign
PayFlow, Authorize.Net, PaySystems, Probilling, Multicards, E-Gold and Clickbank
payment systems (complete list can be found here) and allows you to setup paid-
membership areas on your site. You can view the features
here:http://www.cgi-central.net/scripts/amember/features.php#cm01 This is a for-pay script.
Alex Scott has set a price of $40, which IMHO opinion is a pretty fair deal! Words directly from
Alex after he developed this module: "Thank you for your attention and your product - I really
like clear codes of your project. phpNuke should go directly to Recycle bin after that!" Have fun!
Dan (dlh) P.S. I do not have any stake in this effort and have not reviewed his code. Please
refer and comments regarding the module to Alex Scott at his
website:http://www.cgi-central.net/ EDIT - Just received a clarification e-mail from Alex (slightly
paraphrased): "There are 2 facts in this story that can be understood incorrectly by readers: 1)
The module works with aMember Pro only, so total cost is not 40, but 139+40 2) This module is
not a block or addition for XOOPS. It is plugin FOR AMEMBER, but it will manage XOOPS
users database and it makes possible to sell membership, track expirations, protect plain HTML
and downloadable files, having "single-login" with XOOPS and aMember."
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